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October 6, 1997
Michael Siegel

Public and Environmental Finance Consulting
4401-A Connecticut Ave NW, #208

Washington, DC

20008

(202) 237-2455

King George County Service Authority
c/o Ms. Gall Clayton, General Manager
King George County Courthouse
10459 Courthouse Drive
King George, Virginia 22485
Re:

Rural Development Projects

Dear Ms. Clayton, and Members of the Board:
Beginning in late 1996, I have had occasion to review many of the materials related

to the RD project undertaken by the PSA. I would like to present to the PSA Board certain
information as it relates to these projects, as I think it is pertinent to the situation in which
the PSA now finds itself with regard to its RD-funded projects. I have also provided some
straightforward suggestions which address equity, debt repayment and financing issues
raised In this letter.
The isues addressed in this letter have been the subject of much discussion and
debate among the PSA board and County residents. Most of the PSA's customers have
been subject to substantial rate increases since the RD projects were initiated. Largely as
a result of the RD projects (of which only about 20%-25% of the total funds were required
to bring its facilities into regulatory compliance), the PSA has among the highest water and
wastewater rates In the State of VIrginia. Among the 138 Virginia sewer systems
responding to a statewide survey in 1996' the PSA's sewer rates ranked as the 8th
highest. Of 159 water systems surveyed in 1996, the PSA's water rates ranked as the
29th highest (there were 11 "tIes" above this rank).
The County's primary goal for the RD project was "...to help stabilize the utility rates

and to assure consistent, reliable water supply and quality levels for its residents." These

'Eighth Annual Virginia Water and Sewer Rate Report, Draper-Aden Associates. in
cooperation with the Virginia Association of Counties and the Virginia Municipal League, 1996.
'Preliminary Engineering Report for Capital Improvement Projects, King George County

Public Service Authority, King George County, Virginia, Timmons, August 3, 1993,
p. 1.
I
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goals are restated in the most recent report prepared by Anderson & Associates.3
Unfortunately, the goal of stabilizing the Countys utility rates has proven elusive. While
rates for a few customers not previously part of the County's system have declined, rates

for a large majority of the PSA's customers haverisen substantially in the last 2-3 years.
Rates for some customers have already more than doubled.

The strains on the PSA budget will only continue to increase. Future rate increases
are inevitable as the full effects of RD-related debt service, and operating and
maintenance (O&M) are Incorporated into the PSA's future budgets and user rates, And,
O&M costs for at least three additional systems to be acquired by the PSA serving private

developments will only add to the PSA's O&M requirements.

For the most part, recent and future rateIncreases are attributable to the acquisition
of several pre-existing privately-owned systems, making improvements thereto, and
constructing and/or acquiring new facilities to serve privately owned developments. Many
of these acquisitions and improvements are to benefit developments with substantial
unbuilt lots which are being actively marketed by their owners.
For example, about $2.8 million (30%) of the RD project loan will benefit the
owner/developers of Oakland Park. Another $2.7 million (20%) of the loan will benefit the
developers and lot owners of other developments which are part of the
Sydnor/Alpha[Prsidential Lakes and Village (SAP) projects. Including contingency.
miscellaneous costs, and metering, a total of about $5.44 million (60% of the RD project
loan amount of $9.118 million) will benefit private developers and lot owners in private
subdivIsions and developments. Only about 20-25% of the PSA's customers and
operating revenues will be derived from these areas upon completion of the RD-funded
projects.
Only about $3.42 million of the RD project budget' is to be expended on
improvements to the County's pre-existing publicly owned systems serving the Fairvew
Beach and Dahigren areas. At present, these two systems are roughly estimated to
account for about 75-80% of the PSA's existing customers and revenues. Customers in
these areas will shoulder most of the burden of repaying the debt and associated O&M
Submitted to RECD as part of its application for Federal funds.
'King George County, Rural Development Project Orientation. Draft. Anderson and
Associates, September 23, 1997, p. I-1.
'King George County Service Authority, RD Projects, October 2, 1997, Anderson and
Associates. Amount includes: Dah1gren WWTP improvements, pump station upgrades.
Bayberry lagoons, Fairview Beach water pressure improvements, and proportionate share ot
contingency, metering, miscellaneous costs.
2
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costs for the RD-funded projects. Over the life of the RD loan, these customers could pay
several million, and perhaps over $10 million dollars in excess of their proportionate share
of the RD project loan and associated O&M costs.
Meanwhile, owners of the County's major developments and subdivisions will pay

only a fraction of their proportionate share of the debt service on the loan, and have

provided guarantees for even less. Furthermore, the owners of these developments will
pay nothing In debt retirement fees or towards the PSA's ongoing O&M costs for RDfinanced improvements serving their developments. These O&M costs will, overtime
exceed their debt-related costs.
Capital (availability) charges from new connections in the County's active
developments were also planned to pay for much of the RD-related debt costs. But there
have been substantially fewer new connections than anticipated, thereby limiting available
revenues from this source. Moreover, the PSA has agreed to rebate substantial amounts
of these capital revenues to the owners of several private developments, thereby reducing

the funds that were originally planned to to pay debt service on the RD project loan.

The net result Is that developers and owners of most of the County's actively
marketed subdivisions are being, and will continue to be, heavily subsidized by the PSA's
general ratepayers. This situation has come about for the reasons summarized below, and
are discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
"

Capital revenus obtained from new connections have been considerably less than amounts

originally estimated or subsequently budgeted by the PSA.
*

Commitments from the owners of the County's developing subdivisions to pay or guarantee
their proportionate share of capital costs of the RD projects have not been obtained.

"

Substantial net new QM costs ralated to the RD project were not factored in to the PSA's initial
rate andbudget efimates.

"

The aboe fctr, combined with the PSA's "equalized" rate structure causes much of the costs
and risk of projects serving the County's developing subdivisions to be borne by the general

rat-paying publio.

CAPITAL FEES, NEW CONNECTIONS, REBATES and "DEBT RETIREMENT FEES"
The PSA originally anticipated Its capital (availability fee) revenues from new

connections would offset a large share of its RD debt payments.'

For example. the

'Me Preliminary Engineering Report included the statement that "$1.990,000 (of the loan

would be repaid by the appropriate developers as customers connect to the County utility
systems" (p. 27). This would have amounted to 22% of the RD loan amount.
3
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Preliminary Engineering Report anticipated that $244,750 in capital (availability) fees would
be received from new connections in the County's active developments.6 This amounts
to 45% of the annual RD project-related debt service.
At its request the PSA received approval from RD to include 130 water connections
and 84 sewer connections as a"reasonable estimate" of the number of new connections
from which the PSA's capital charges would be collected over the next year.' The PSA's
FY1997 (Fiscal Year) budget included $765,000 In revenues from water and sewer capital
charges ($429,000 and $336,000 respectively from water and sewer). In a memo dated
June 1996, the County Finance Manager made specific reference to the importance of
these revenues stating, -We are dependin heavily on this revenue to pay debt..."
A year earlier, however, It was noted that the reason for aS132000 shortfall in
FY1996 revenues earmarked for repaying debt on portions of the system serving the
Dahigren area was a result of a'severe
lack of new connections in the Dahigren Distrct".'0
Increasing charges to existing customers was discussed as a way of making up the
shortfall in availability fees.
Not surprisingly, the PSA experienced a substantial shortfall in realizing its budgeted
capital revenues in FY1997. As of April 15, 1997, it had realized fees from only 54 new
water connections and 31 new sewer connections." Just five days before the end of the
'op.cit., Preliminary Engineering Report, page 28. The Preliminary
Engineering Report
did not include all projects subsequently funded by RD.
7
Letter from L. Baxter, Assistant County Administrator to M.
Huber, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, April 26, 1996. The PSA's FY 1997 budget anticipated collection of availability ind
connection charges from about 116 new equivalent water connections and 70 new equivalent
sewer connections. The attachment to this letter titled -Estimate of New Connections Within
One Year"indicates 130 water connections and 84 sewer connections.
'King George County Service Authority 1996-1997 Budget, p. 7. This amount is
substantially less than these developments proportionate share of the project as funded by RD.
"Memo from L. Baxter to Board of Directors, KGCPSA, June 12, 1996, p.2. This same
memo states the "billable gallons to be used as a basis for fees based or consumption is
significantly higher than the amount shown in the suimary presented to the Bard."
oKGCSA minutes, June 20,1995.
"For the PSA to have realized its budgeted availabihty fees in FY 1996-97. all new
development in the County in that year would have had to occur within its service area.
Historically, the County has never issued substantially all of its building permits in areas within
the PSA service area.
4
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1997 fiscal year, the PSA had collected only $360,380, or about 47%, of its budged capital

fees of $765,20012

The PSA has not realized the level of connections as originally planned, or as
necessary to support its adopted budgets. This has caused substantial upward pressure
on user rates, and has shifted costs away from lot purchasers onto the general rate-paying
publIc.
For FY 1998, the PSA has reducedIts budgeted availability fee revenues to
somewhat more realistic levels. However, it continues to rely heavily on Odebt retirement
fees" which have also fallen aort of previously budged amounts. The debt retirement fee
is collected as a general surcharge on consumption by all the systems customers, and was
implemented to make up for the shortfall in capital revenues. The majority of the RD loan
benefits developers who contribute nothing In debt retirement fee revenues. Lot owners
In these developments will pay some amount towards the debt retirement fee, however,
the majority of these fees will be paid by customers in the Dahigren and Fairview Beach
areas since they are responsible for the overwhelming majority of the PSA's billable
consumption.
The PSA has also agreed to pay rebates of availability fees to the owners of private
developments In which RD funds are to be spent, as well as to owners of other
developments In the County. For most developments, these rebates amount to 100% of
the developers costs forInstalling the utility supply, treatment and/or collection/distribution
system(s) serving that development. Providing rebates to developers to compenesate
them for these costs, or purchasing them outright is a highly unusual practice. Ordinarily,
developers are required to be fully responsible for some or all of these facilities and to
dedicate them to the public utility at no cost since they are for the exclusive benefit of the
developer and lot owners.
The cost (and risk) of constructing these systems is then recouped by the developer
through lot sales. The practice of, in effect, providing publi financing to these systems in
the form of rebates and assumption of ownership presents three issues.
a

Most of the developments the facilties serve will not generate sufficient user fees
to offset
their O&M and repair costs for several years (if ever). Transferring these costs to the PSA
cauees the general rate-paying public to subsidize these developments. Over time, the amount
of thes* O&M subsidis can easily exceed theiroriginal construction cost.

"

As owners ofthe faclty, the PSA becomes legally responsible for complying
with state and
federal regulatory requirements. The cost and risk of repairs necessary to maintain regulatory
conpince, nd the need to upgrade the facilities tomeet higher treatment standards,Is entirely

2

FY 1997-98 Revenue Projection, K.G. County Service Authority Budget, Adopted June

25, 1997.

5
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*

The deveopnrs may be compensated twice for these facilities. Once when they sel the lots, and
a sacon time when they are paid rebates by the PSA. In each case, the lot purchaser ends up
paying.

DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS and GUARANTEES
The failure of the PSA to achieve the level of new connections necessary to realize
its anticipated and budgeted capital revenues makes RD's requirements pertaining to
Oakland Park and Presidential Lakes even more critical. RD's Letter of Conditions
requires the PSA to ensure the owners of these developments pay an amount that is ,at
least equal to the proportionate share of debt srvice attributable to the vacant property until the
property Is developed and thefacilty i fully utliked on a regular basis". 3Failure to abide by this

requirement will shift a large portion of RD project-related costs and risk away from the
owners of these actvely marketed developments onto the general rate-paying public.

The existing agreement between the PSA and Oakland Park" does not meet the
proportionate share requirement of the RD's Letter of Conditions. The most recent
(October 2, 1997) budget prepared by Anderson and Associates shows about $2.8 million
in RD-funded costs on behalf of Oakland Park. This constitutes about 30% of the RD loan
amount. Accordingly, Oakland Park should be held responsible for paying this share of
RD-related debt service. Its proportionate share of debt service is about 5166 970
annually for 40 years at 5.25% interest. RD requires this payment to be guaranteed in the
form of "a bond orescrowed security deposit to guarantee this monthly payment and to guarantee an
amount at leastequal to the owner's proportionate share of construction cost."'

Contrary to RD requirements, the original PSA agreement with Oakland Park dated
March 30, 1994 did not require the owners to pay their proportionate share or to provide
an escrow, bond, security or guarantee."
The agreement required Oakland Park to pay

"Letter of Conditions, Attachment 1, Rural Economic and Community Development, p.
3, December 2, 1994.
"An agreement between the PSA and the owners of Presidential Lakes has not yet been
entered into.
"3op.cit.,. Letter of Conditions, p. 3, December 2, 1994.
"The County received a letter of credit on behalf of the owners of Oakland Park in
November, 1995 (rrevocable Letter of Credit #844, National Bank of Fredericksbur in favor of
the PSA on behalf of Oaldand Park.). Originally in the amount of $243,360, it is to be reduced
each year thereafter by $60,840. The letter of credit in its initial year amounts to less than 9% of
6
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$175,000 In the first year and $48,000 for four years thereafter, which would have yielded
a total of $367,000 over five years. Oakland Park was to be released from any further
obligation after this time. The $367,000 in payments from Oakland Park would have
amounted to only about 13% of the RD loan funds to be expended for this development.
An amendment to this agreement dated September 11, 1995, and executed by the
owners of Oakland Park, would have substantially improved on the March 30, 1994
agreement (although it would have still fallen short of the RD proportionate share
requirements). Unfortunately, f was apparently never ratified by the PSA. The September
1995 agreement would have resulted in Oakland Park making net payments of $1.793
million to the PSA, and would have guaranteed $1.0 million of this amount.
A final amendment now in effect between the PSA and the owners of Oakland Park
was entered into on August 22, 1996. This amendment removes Oakland Park's
requirement to pay any amount towards the annual debt service for the RD loan. Ratner,

it States "A porton ofth sewer ndwater systems development paid for by loans from FmHA (RD) will
be paid back by the payment of the debt retirement fee adopted by the King George County Service
Authority". This language releases the owners from making any payment on the Rr loan.

since as noted earlier, none of the debt retirement fee will be paid by the owners of
Oakland Park. The agreement currently in effect places the entire burden and risk of
repayment of the Oakland Park portion of the RD loan squarely on the general rate-paying
public.
The terms now in effect are substantially weaker than either the original agreement
or the amendment signed by the owners of Oakland Park on September 11, 1995. The
question must be raised a to wny the PSA agreed to the 1996 amendment which virtually
releases the owners of Oakland Park from their responsibilities under either the 1994 or
Oakland Park's proportionate share of its RD loan proceeds, and is substantially less than its
proportionate shareof principal and interest over the life of the loan. It is unclear ifthis letter of
credit is still in effect. If it is, by November 1997, it will guarantee only S122.400 ofits
proportionate share of the RD loan. By November, 2000 it will guarantee nothing.
"Under this amendment, Oakland Park agreed to pay a maximum of $295,360 during zhe

first five years of the loan, and $52,000 annually thereafter, although the PSA agrees to rebate to
the owncr $269,943. Including this rebate, under the September 11, 1995 agreement, Oakland
Park would have resulted in net payments of $1.793 million to the PSA over the life of the loan.
After subtracting $269,943 in project costs which the unsigned agreement states has been
expended by the owner, Oakland Park's share of the RD loan is $2.5 million. This agreement
would have still left a shortfall of $0.707 million over the life of the loan. However, the

guarantee for Oakland Park to continue to make these payments would cease after the owner
has
paid a total of $1.0 million in surcharges to the PSA. Thiswould place all PSA customers at risk

for the balance.

7
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1995 agreements which had been accepted by the owners of Oakland Park.
Similar problems are likely in store for Presidential Lakes. A recent project budget
prepared by Anderson and Associates" includes Presidential Lakes and Village (sections
1-13) among the combined Sydnor/Alpha/Presidential Lakes (SAP) line item of $2.14
million. An additional $58,000 thousand is also itemized for Presidential Lakes. Including
its proportionate share of other itemized project costs, the combined SAP projects account
for $2.67 million of RD project funds. According to the Letter of Conditions, Presidential
Lakes is also responsible for paying and guaranteeing its proportionate share of RD
project-related costs and associated debt service. Assuming Presidential Lake's share is
half the SAP total, Its share of the project budget would amount to about $1.34 million. Its
proportionate share of annual debt service would be $80,783.

'

No existing signed agreement appears to exist between the PSA and the owners
of Presidential Lakes. Two draft agreements, one for the water system and one for the
sewer system were prepared In 1994, but they are not completed or signed by either the
PSA or representatives of Presidential Lakes.1
As with all loans bearing interest. total debt service (principal and interest)
attributable to both Presidential Lakes and Oakland Park exceeds the capital costs of
system acquisitions and improvements paid by the RD loan. A guarantee or letter of credit
must hold the PSA harmless for the entire amount of principal and interest over the life of
the loan. A simple solution exists to address this issue for Oakland Park ard Presidential
Lakes (and otherprivately owned developments):
*

Letters of credit (LOC) should be for the actual amount of the RD funds invested in these

developmn.na The LOC's can decres annually proportionate to the annual decrease In
principal of the RD loan (provided these developments have paid their proportionate share of

annual debt service). If the owners of these developments should fall to pay their share of
annual debt service, the balance of the LOC should be payable to, and be drawn upon
Immediately by, the PSA. The PSA could then use the proceeds to retire these developments
share of project-relaed debt, or maintain the proceeds in a dedicated debt service reserve
account to pay annual debt service when due.

"King George County Service Authority, RD Projects, Anderson and Associates. October

2,1997.

"The draft water system agreement does not require Presidential Lakes to make any

payment to PSA to offset its debt service costs. Nor does it provide for any security or
guarantee. The draft sewer system agreement obligates Presidential Lakes to make payments to
the PSA to offset its related debt service costs, but fails to provide for any bond, security or
guarantee.
8
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OPERATING and MAINTENANCE COSTS
The initial project planning for the RD loan was seriously flawed. Attachment 1 of
RD's Letter of Conditions" Indicates the PSA's annual O&M expenses upon completion
of the RD projects (Inclusive of Dahigren) were estimated to be only $463,887. The budget
estimates contained in Attachment 1 are stated by RD as having been developed "based
on the Information provdd by you (thePSA) and/or your consultants".
Yet seven months earlier,
the PSA adopted its FY19952operating budget in the amount of $806,412 - 74% greater
than the amount contained in Attachment 1.
A review of County and PSA budgets show that for FY 1993 and FY 1994 the actual
PSA outlays for the then existing Dahgren and Fairview Beach facilities alone were
$409,148 and $428,926 respectively. It is difficult to understand how, with the need to
operate $10.6 million in additional capital facilities, annual O&M costs for RD projects were
represented to be only $4e3,887.24 The application for RD funds was based on a budget
projection which included all of the PSA's revenues but only about half of the PSA's costs.
The Preliminary Engineering Report prepared by Timmons for the PSA and
submitted by the PSA to RD as part of its application for assistance was even more
optimistic on the issue of O&M costs. This report anticipated combined annual O&M
expenses for the SAP and Oakland Park systems of only $236,200.2
Contrary to these optimistic projections, the PSA's O&M costs have increased by
2.50 times the 1994 amount. The following table shows the PSA's actual and budgeted
O&M costs for the last four years:

"Utter of Conditions, Attachment 1, Rural Economic and Community Development. p.
12, December 2,1994.
"Letter of Conditions, Rural Development, December 2, 1994, p. 5, Item 8.
"The FY 995 budget would ordinarily have been adopted sometime in June 1994.
`This amount is not reflective ofPSA's actual O&M costs either. The adopted FY 1997
PSA operating fund budget is $1.098 million (King George County Service Authority 1997
Budget, p.6).
"The only possible explanation is that the $463,887 O&M expense in Attachment I
either does not include O&M related to the RD-funded projects or O&M related to existin"
facilities. However, this is inconsistent with the budgeted income provided in Attachment
which includes al the income attributable to the RD projects.
Uop.cit., Preliminary Engineering Report,page 28.
9
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King George County
Service Authority

FY 1984
(Actual)

FY 1995
(Actual)

FY 1996
(Actual)

FY 1997
(Adopted)

FY 1998
(Adopted)

1998 as
% of 1994

Operating Budget
Outlays

$475,044

$619,189

$738,037

$1,043,315

$1,177,700

247.9%

173,683

294,046

not avail.

not avail.

SAPSMem

not avail.

Since the majority of the scheduled SAP projects have not come on line, and at
least three additional systems have also been agreed to be acquired, these budget data
are representative of only a portion of the PSA's O&M obligations for subsequent years.

EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS
The above discussion raise serious equity questions related to the RD projects The
general rate-paying public will bear much of the RD project-related debt service costs
which were represented by the PSA to be paid by capital revenues, and required by RD
to be realized from developer contributions. Failure of the PSA to abide by RD conditions
requiring adequate bond, security or LOC's places the risk of even greater amounts being
paid by the general rate-paying public on behalf of the owners of these developments.
Unfortunately, this Is only part of the equity problem facing the PSA's customers
Substantial annual O&M costs for projects serving the County's actively marketed
developments must also be paid. These developments have achieved only partial buildout. Accordingly, a disproportionate share of the O&M costs for these facilities will be paid
by the general rate-paying public. And, unlike debt service which is fixed these costs will
continue to grow, and will ultimately exceed these developments proportionate share
of
debt service. Furthermore, most of the OSA's newly acquired and constructed facilities,
and those yet to be acquired, are quite small, are widely dispersed throughout the County,
and will likely be more costly to operate on a per unit basis.
Already, substantial debt service costs related to the SAP/Oakland Park systems
have been shifted to the general rate-paying public. The PSA's 'equalized" rates and its
debt retirement fee are largely responsible for causing this shift.
The following suggestions provide a straightforward and easily implemented solution
to the PSA's equity and financing issues discussed above:
*

Withregard to capita

and debt costs, the PSA should adhere to its RDloan resolution and RD's

The SAP share only represents costs related to the facilities that were on-line in these
years. The SAP share will be substantially greater in subsequent years as the majority ofthese
facilities have yet to come on-line.
10
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Letter of Conditions which require it to negotiate proportionate contributions from owners of
largeS ubdivisions, and to obtain security agreements to insure these amounts are paid over the
life of the loan.

a

With regard to O&M costs, ti PSA can adopt cost-center based rates. For instance, different
user rates could be adopted for each of the PSA's major cost centers (i.e. Dahigren, Fairview

Beach, and possibly Courdhouse/Purklns Corner, and the combined SAP/Oakland Park systems
combined ith other smaller systems serving private developments). Rates for each cost center
would reflect their specific AM costs, their proportionate share of debt service costs, and their
proportionate share of a6ninistrative and customer servicecosts. 27
a

In combination with the cost center approach, the PSA could adopt a "ready-to-serve charge"
as part of Its minimum charge, and make all properties within its service area, developed or not,
subject to It The redy4to-erve charge would recover the RD-related debt service (and possibly
some of the system's041 costs). This would resultin a more equitable distribution of costs
as developers and owners of undeveloped lots on whose behalf and benefit debt has been
Incurred would contribute to their repayment

ADDITIONAL PROJECTS, and the NET REVENUE PLEDGE
The original RD project budget was for $10.618 million. The "amended" RD project

budget (July 1997) prepared by Anderson and Associates Is for $11 834 million, or $1.216
million greater than the original budget. There Is noIndicattion that RD has approved

these additional costs. If not, they are Ineligible expenses under the RD grant and loan
resolutions. If the additional $1.216 million in projects are built with some other source,
they would impose additional O&M costs, debt costs, or rebate obligations on the PSA.
Such additional costs could violate the PSA's net revenue pledge.
The PSA has also entered into agreements to acquire three other systems serving
private developments outside the RD project 8 Two of these agreements were entered
into only days prior to issuance of RD's Letter of Commitment on December 2, 1994. The
Caywoode development was signed November 28, 1994, and the Cleveland Manor

agreement was signed on November 23, 1994. The Eagle Bay agreement was entered
into on December 15, 1994, almost two weeks after issuance of RD's Letter of Conditions.

Although no RD funds are to be directly spent on these system acquisitions, they
require the PSA to provide rebates of its capital fees to the owners of the systems for their
cost of construction. Each of the agreements related to these three developments requires
thePSAto"reimbursetheOwnrs the total sum of costs incurred to construct and complete the work
and System from availability to* paid by tho conneting to the System." They further require the

"The PSA's audits already reflect this cost center concept so this would not require a

significant change in its accounting procedures.
2 Caywoods,

Eagle Bay and Cleveland Manor.
11
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PSA to "..operate, repair and maintain the dedicated system..".

Use of availability fees for rebates may violate the PSA's net revenue pledge. This
arrangements used to acquire these systems may be interpreted as the PSA having
Incurred a debt obligation. The obligation to own, operate and repair these systems also
may affect the PSA's not revenues.
The issue of whether any of these agreements may violate the PSA's bond
covenants and loan agreements, particularly those with respect to incurring of additional
debt and the PSA's net revenue pledge, should be addressed by Bond Counsel. Item 7
of the RD Loan Resolution prohits the PSA from entering into "any contract, or agreement,

or otherwie hour IlabIlitee for any purpose In connection with the facility
(exclusive of normal
maintenan)withouttepr*owrtge nconsent of the Government if such undertaking
would involve the
source oftinds pedge to pay the bonds". Item 10 of the Loan Resolution states that"Revenue
cannot be used to pay any expenses whichare not directlyIncurred for the facility financed
by FmHA
(now Ry'.

The grant agreement between the PSA and RD defines nonexpendable personal

property to include "All Net Revenues derived by the Authority from the ownership or operation
of
the water and swer system desorlbed herein."

Violation of the PSA's net revenue agreement would constitute a material breach
of its bond and loan agreements. This could cause the RD loan to be cancelled or force
other remedies contained in the related financing agreements.
I am available to discuss these matters further with the PSA. I have an extensive
background In these issues and am enclosing a copy of my resume for your information
as well. I am confident that solutions such as those described here can address the PSA's
rate, budget and loan repayment issues if implemented in an effective and timely manner
Sincerely,

Michael Siegel,
Public and Environmental Finance Consulting
enclosure:

resume

"C&W agreement, November 28, 1994. Identical language appears in the WRK
(Eagle
Bay) and Fairland Developers (Cleveland Manor) agreements.
12
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(202)-237-2455 voice
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Public and Environmental Finance Consultant, 1992-present.
Internal Consultant, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1996-97.
Assistant Director, Government Finance Research Center (GFOA), 1989-92.
Director, Ofce of Commercial Revitalization, State of Maryland, Department of Housing
and Community Development, 1987-89.
Public Finance Economist, Louis Berger and Associates; independent, 1984-86
Housing and Energy Impact Specialist, Colorado West Area Council of Governments,
1978-2.
Outreach Director, Boulder County Tenants Organization, Inc. 1975 and 1977-78.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING:
University of Colorado, Boulder, B.A., Political Science, 1977.
Graduate Studies in Public Finance, George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia.
Advanced Govemrnment Finance Institute, GFOA, 1990.
National Development Council Training, 1989.
AREAS OF EXPERTISE:
Publi and environmental finance; cost-benefit analysis; utility rate studies; capital finance:
infrastructure development; real estate project underwriting and development; airport
financing; economic and community development, public-private partnerships and
privatization; Industrial project siting analysis.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT:
RateModm, ReteMod Pro" and RateMod XPN; rate setting and financial planning

software for water and wastewater utilities.

Total Impect Management Model;: a budget-based cost benefit, economic and fiscal
impact modal.
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PUBLICATIONS AND RESEARCH
Analysis of the Lower Virginia Peninsula Regional Raw Water Supply Plan Final Enviormental

Impact Statement, January 1997,1997, (with Muller).

Analysis of Hopyard Farms Development on King George Conty (VA) Public Service Authority and
Water and Sewer Service Rates, 1997. inmr, Guest v. Board of Supervisors
Economic and Fiscal Impacts of Large Real Estate Developments on Loudoun CoLnty. Virginia. a
Retrospective Analysis, 199. Piedmont Environmental Council and the Route 50 Coalition (with
Muller).
ReeMod, RateMod Pt and RateModXP User Gukies, user manuals forthe RateMod rate-settng
and financial management software programs, 1996,
Identification of International Economic Development Models, their Relationsh:p to Environmental
Concerns and Activities, and Associated Issues, for Logistics Management Institute, 1995.
Asset Conversion and Enhancement Strategy for Essex County New Jersey, Apogee 'with Goldstein
and Sturgis), 1995.
Preliminary Study for a Recycling-Orientec Industrial/Manufacturing Park, for the City of Aberdeen.
Masyland, 1994.
Capacity Analysis. Upper Occoquan Sewage Authority Treatment Plant, 1994.
Economic and Ficalimpact Analysis of Disney America" Theme Park on Commonwealth of Virginia,
Prince Willan County and Other Localties, 1994 (with Muller).
Financing Plan, Charlesto/ParkereburgHuntington Regional Airport, HDR, 1993.
Public-Private Partnierships for Environmental Facilities: The Management Challenge for Local
Governments. U.S. EPA, with New Mexico Engineering and Research institute, 1993.
Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis of Oregon's Special Tax Assessment of Historic Properties,
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office, Parks and Recreation Department, July, 1992.
Review ofHeymount Devalpment Fiscal mpact Anayss, Rappahanock River Valley Association,
July. 1992 (with Muller).
United States of America - Estados Unidos De Mexico Border Area Environmental Development
Initiative, A Discussion Paper, U.S.- Mexico Border Environmental Assembly and Colloquy. Santa Fe,
New Mexico, June, 1992.
Foveca*,gin the90's; i'sA

t LikeIt Used To Be, Government Finance Review, GFOA, April, 1992.

Economic and Fiscal Analysis of the U.S. Virgin Islands. U.S. Virgin Islands Tertorial Government,
Office of Management and Budget 1992 (with Muller).
Benefit-Cost Analysis ofa Solid Waste CompostingFaciity, Government Finance Review, GFCA,
December, 1991.

Growth Trends and Development Inthe Lower Rappahannock River Valley, An Economic Overview,
Chesapeaie Bay Foundation and tve Virginia Environmental Endowment, GFRC. 1991 (w-th Leithe)
Fiscal Incentives for Historic Preservation in Florida, Florida Division of Historical Resources. GFRC,
1991.
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Toti mpactManagement Model. Microsoftware News, ICMA, January, 1991.
Menufactuing Base Key to Recycing Success, City and State, January 28. 1991.
Fiscal impact Analysis Research Builletin, Government Finance Officers Association, 1990 (with
Robinson).
Fiscal Impact of Sub-Area Development Loudoun County 1990, (with Muller)
Capital Faclity Finance Opion, CharotteMecklenburg Planning Commission, 1990. (with Duncan,

Casella, Kelly, Montavon, Lathe).

Hilisborough County Capital Improvement Finance Plan (Draft), 1986.
Clalarn Bay Fiscal mpactAnlysis, 1985, (with Hansen. McGillivray).
Fiscal impact Analysis of Homeporting U.S. Navy Carrier Battle Group in Everett, Washigton, Office
of Economic Adjustment, U.S. Department of Defense, 1985, (with Hansen, McGillivray).
Fiscal Impact Analysis of Peacekeeper Missile Project Office of Economic Adjustment, U.S
Department of Defense, Aprti, 1984 (with Hansen, McGillivray).
Public Finance Secion, Socloeconomics, Peacekeeper Environmental impact Statement U.S.

Department of the Air Force, January. 1984 (with Eldred, Quinn).

Town of Parachute Elderly Housing Needs Analysis, Colorado West Area Council of Governments
(CWACOG), November, 1981.
Oil Shale Trust Fund Request, CWACOG. submitted to Colorado Joint Budget Committee, April, 1981
(with Demos, Johnson).
Regional Housing Report, Colorado Region XI, CWACOG, 1980.
Construction Worker Housing Issues Paper, CWACOG. 1980.

Housing Secion. Rio Blanco County Wide Capital Improvements Plan, CWACOG ard Rio Blanco
County Panning Department, 1981.

Town of Meeker Housing Plan, CWACOG and Meeker Housing Authority, 1979.
Housing Plan, City of Rifle, CWACOG and the City of Rifle Housing Authority, 1979.

EXPERT WITNESS, TESTIMONY,
REGULATIONS

LITIGATION SUPPORT,

LEGISLATION

&

Colorado Housing Counselor Handbook, and Colorado Tenant Handbook, Boulder Couny Tenants
Organization, 1978.

Guest v. Board of Supervisors. 1997. Dispute relating to economic and fiscal Impact of major
subdivision on County government and Public Service Authority (water and sewer).
"Economic and Fiscal Impacts of Proposed Disney Theme Parkin Northern Virginia', Virginia State
Senate Finance Committee, 1994.
Boatman v. ShIoh Valley Sanitation District, 1993. Dispute relating to imposition of wastewater
Impact fee.
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Tidewater Builders Association v. Virginia Beach, 1988. Dispute relating to imposition of water
system impact fee (analytical support of Muller).
Peninsular Builders Association v. Newport News. 1987 Dispute relating to imposition of water

system Impact fee (analytical support of Muller).

Mn Street Improvement GrantProgram, Code of Maryland Regulations (Subchapter 7, Sectons
.06.01- .13),1989.
State Action Loans for Targeted Areas, Annotated Code of the State of Maryland (Article 836,
Sections 4-801 - 609), 1988.

CONFERENCES and PRESENTATIONS (Partial Listing)
"State and Local Role in Environmentai Finance'. U.S. EPA with the University of Mar/land Center for

Executive Programs, 1996.

*Innovative Environmental Fiancing Stges", and"Computerized Rate-Setting Models for Wate and
Wastewater Utilities", Second Annual Mid-Atlantic Environmental Finance Conference. College Par
Maryland, 199.
"Financing Envirrnental Facilties Along the U.S - Mexico Border Oppoelnities and Constraints". Border
Environmental Cooperation Commission, Environmental Finance Worksop, Albuquercue New Mexico
1994.
'Rate-Setting Methods": and,"Linkages between Land Use and Er.vironmental cacilities". Utility Rate
Setting Conference sponsored bythe Environmental Finance Sente' of Syracuse University, Syracuse.

New York, 1994.

Expert Panelist for Series of Four Environmental Finance Charettes, sponsored by the Environmertal
Finance Center of the University of Maryland, 1993 - 1994.

Atemative Financing Mechanisms for Environmental Facilities; aric Land Use-Facility Linkages". First
Annual Mid-Alantic Environmental Finance Conference, University of Maryland, 1994.
"Publlc-Private Partnerships for Environmental Facilities", Texas Water Development Board,1993

PubHC-Private PartnersNp Training Conference, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D C.
and Atlanta, Georgia, 1991 and 1992.

'Forecasting in Uncertain Times,. Government Finance Officers Association, Denver, Colorado, 1991.
"Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis Techniques, Government Finance Officer's Asscciatlon,
Cincinnetti. Ohio, 1990.
"Capital Financing Alternatives for Environmental Facilites U.S. EPA and Texas Water Development
Board. Austin, Texas, 1990.

"Financing Alternatives for Commercial Revitalizaton¶Northern Virginia Community Appearance Alliance.
1990.
"Financing Techniques for Commercial RevitalizatIon Virginia Main Street Conference, 1989

"Commercial Revitalzaon Development Process*, Maryland Historic Revitalization. Downtowr
Development and Main Stret Conference, Annapolis, 1989
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